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Letter 800
The Spirit of Jesus
2019-06-01
Dear Yeshua,
What I am about to describe is something which has occurred to me over a period of many
years.
It has to do with what I call the localized presence of the Spirit of Jesus (not the Holy Spirit).
One could say that in doing this, the Spirit of Jesus is Himself multi-locating His own spiritman, which, since He is Lord God and all, He can do.
This is essentially Jesus being someplace on earth in His Spirit-Man, without it qualifying as
the Rapture or the Second Coming, in which He comes in His fullness in His resurrected
body, as the Son of Man and Son of God .
In previous Letters I testify to the Spirit of Jesus having been with me in this fashion many
times.
The Qirst time I can remember is when He would be present with me in restaurants while I
was eating. I would see Him seated across from me in the opposite side of the booth. But
He would only do this if I was alone. The time frame for this would be about 1991-1995.
The next occurrence of this that I can remember is after I returned to work and became
employed in my father’s old job. Jesus would frequently join me while I was cleaning the
kitchen, and we would talk about whatever things I had on my mind. Or He would join me
outside at break while I had a smoke. The time frame for this would be about 1998-1999.
The next occurrence of this that I can remember is during the time I call the Day of Seven.
Jesus was with me almost 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Frequently I would even wake up
and Qind Him laying next to me in bed (fully clothed in His robes, of course). The time frame
for this would be about 1999-2000.
The next occurrence is right after I was hired at (G6). Jesus would again join me for breaks
outside while I smoked. The time frame for this would be about 2001-1995.
But for some reason, these visits stopped after about 18 months into my tenure at (G6). Up
till now I have never really questioned why. I Qigured Jesus had a good reason, so I didn’t
worry about it. This was in about 2002.
But then, in 2015, the Spirit of Jesus returned. I document these occurrences in Letters
210, 339, 340, 352, 412, 413, 452, 489, 528, 568, 613, 721, 773, 791. These also include
dreams and visions in which He is prominent.
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This is the exhaustive record to date, of my memory* of Jesus being present with me in the
localized presence of His Spirit-Man, the effects of which my spirit-man could feel, and
producing similar feelings within my physical body.
*In the event I remember more such occurrences, they will be included as and addendum to
this Letter.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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